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CHAPTER- VI 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 The Source of the Drawbacks in the so-called Theories of Causality: The 

Confusion of the Epistemological Notion of Causality and the Ontological Notion 

of Causality. 

We have undertaken so far the inquiry into the nature of causation. In this connection, 

the important questions are : Is it a mere regularity in the sequence of events or is it a 

necessary or strict relation between events ? In approaching to this question, the 

philosophers as well as the scientists have formulated different theories of causality 

which have appeared in the last analysis to be unsatisfactory. It seems to me that the 

drawbacks of the so-called theories of causality are based on their confusing attitudes 

towards the concept in question and this, in its tum, seems to have its origin entirely 

into their making a further confusion of the two notions of causality, viz, the 

epistemological notion of causality and the ontological notion of causality. My contention 

is that in order to solve the problem one should need to delink the two concepts of 

causality for the reason that we as finite human beings are only able to maintain a 

commerce with the concept of causality in the epistemological sense but not with the 

concept of causality in the ontological sense. It is the misunderstanding of this fact that 

is responsible primarily for giving rise in the long run to the controversies in the concept 

of causality in both philosophy and science. 

In so far as the epistemological notion of causality is taken into consideration, it 

means our knowledge of causality or the evidential knowledge of causality. The aim of 

this inquiry concerns itself exclusively with the epistemological question as to how we 

can and do acquire the knowledge of causal relations. In so doing, we normally depend 

on our epistemic or cognitive conditions to experience the situation, and on the basis 

of such cognitively available evidences we proceed to discover causal relation and 

thereby construct various causal laws. Now, when we speak of the causal relation in this 
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sense, we generally think of any particular causality, namely, the particular causal relation 

between the cause event 'A' and the effect-event 'B', and say "A" is the cause of "B". 

On the basis of the observational evidences or cognitively available evidences we 

establish this causal relation and formulate causal law. The inevitable outcome of this 

epistemological standpoint is that the regularities of one sort or another play 

essentially the most important role in the causation as we know it. At the same time, 

this interpretation bears the evidence that it is obviously an empirically observable fact 

and therefore not a mysterious one. Now one consequence that follows logically from 

this interpretation is that this notion of causality is one sort of relation which is available 

through the backing of a set of evidences. So such a causal relation may be called a 

totally evidence-bound causality, and hence a notion like this is always subject to 

future revision. And the same is equally true of another causal law formulated on this 

evidential basis. Since this concept of causality as well as the causal laws are dependent 

on their cognitively available evidences, their status is equally reviseable in the light of 

the further evidences available later on. 

The reviseability status of the concept leads to the following questions : Is the 

earlier set of evidences misleading ? Or, is the latter set of evidences misleading ? 

We can hope to provide a satisfactory answer by taking recourse to scientific 

discoveries because science develops on the basis of available evidences some 

theories, and formulate theories on its basis. These theories of yesterday are revised 

tater on in the light of new discoveries on the basis of more genuine grounds. Let us 

consider in this connection some aspects of the scientific researches which Newton 

and Einstein have made respectively in physics. The Newtonian physics has discovered 

the law that the mass of a body is invariant irrespective of the state of motion of that 

body, while the relativistic Physics of Einstein has shown that this law is false. So the 

question is: who is wrong, Newton or Einstein ? To this, we can reply that if we assume 

here the strong 'ontological notion of relation' that is operating in the natural objects, 

then neither Newlon nor Einstein nor anyone else knows physics. This is because no 

body has been able so far to reach the final truth, and, hence, none of them has been 

able to ensure that anyone knows physics. So, we have to wait tilt he grasps the entire 

reality, i.e., he knows the total reality. Now, if we give up the notion of any such 

transcendent reality and do not go for the knowledge of it as a whole, then this 
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inconsistency between the Newtonian physics and the Einsteinian physics can be 

overcome. Here we may say that the law which Newton discovered on the basis of his 

evidences cognitively available under spatial and temporal conditions was accepted 

as true. While Newton's law is no longer accepted as true in view of further evidences 

available at the time of Einstein . Since our notion of reality( or truth} is entirely an 

evidence-bound notion because we can have no access to the sort of relation that 

transcends our epistemic conditions or available evidences, it follows thereby that the 

Einsteinian physics does not falsify the Newtonian law but only supersedes it . So the 

set of evidences in neither of the above cases are misleading. In this sense, the concept 

of causality and the causal law constructed on the basis of present cognitively available 

evidences may very well be reviseable in the light of the more genuine evidences 

available in future. This epistemological notion of causality and the laws of it have 

reduced themselves ultimately to the hypothesis which have , thus, the possibility to 

be revised in future. Consequently, this notion of causality in the epistemological sense 

is to be understood as the weak notion of causality. 

The ontological notion of causality as opposed to the weak notion of causality is 

to be understood in the strong realistic sense in which it stands directly for the 'causal 

relation itself. In Hume's phrase it is the causation ' in the objects' : The causal relation 

in this sense is an objective relation, i.e., it is what it is for one thing to cause another 

independently of whether we know it or not. To put it briefly, the notion of ontological 

causality is the same as the notion of the evidence- transcendent causality in contrast 

to the epistemological notion of causality which is totally evidence- bound . Planck 

says, ''The concept of causality is something transcendental, which is quite independent 

of the nature of the researcher, and it would be valid even iftherewere no perceiving 

subject at all . .., This sort of causality is always used in the strong realistic sense which 

means that such a relation is never evidence -dependent but evidence-transcendent. It 

is so because there is always the possibility that our own constructed causal laws or 

statements carry such meanings and applications which the facts do not bear, i.e., our 

statements about the causal events (observed in terms of sequences) or situations 

which we recognise as causal may assert something that is, in fact, not true, i.e., not 

corresponding to the causation in the objects. It happens because it may be possible 

1. Planck : Where Is Science Going? pp. 156-157. 
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that the features or some conjunction of features which we think as cause- features 

and effect-features have been known incompletely, and hence they are neither fully 

recognised nor discovered at all. If so, the causal concept and law which we have thus 

built fail to include exhaustively all of these required features. Consequently, the real 

cause which is operating in the objects of nature remains logically undiscovered and 

is, therefore, transcendent. It might very well be asked: Can we ever know the real 

cause ? To this our reply is that since our knowledge of causality or causality as we 
know it rests solely on the total evidental backing that we have at the given spatial and 

temporal condition, it is not possible for the finite human beings like us to go through the 

entire set of conditions or evidences causally relevant to its specific effect. It can be 

known, if at all, only by the infinite mind or God perhaps. This concept of causality is to 

be understood as the strong notion of causality as distinguished from the weak notion 

of it. In the light of the foregoing discussions we should have the following consequences. 

First, the two notions of causality, viz., weak and strong, should be kept separate. 

Secondly, the notion of weak causality is evidence-relative, while the notion of strong 

causality is evidence-transcendent. Thirdly, the claim of weak causality is only 

acceptability-claim but the claim of strong causality is the 'fact-commitment' or 'facticity

claim'. 

It seems to be reasonable now to hold that the so-called theories of causality have 

failed to realize the very need for delinking the epistemological notion of causality and 

the transcendent notion of causlaity. The empiricist tradition does not accept anything 

which is not given through the medium of sense-experience. We have seen that Hume, 

being a strict and consistent empiricist, comes to the conclusion by analysing the 

concept of causality that the so-called necessary connection in the causation is not 

available through observational backing. It is a natural habit of our mind to anticipate 

that the same effect will be followed by the same cause. The so-called necessary 

connection supposed to constitute the nature of causality is a mere feeling , i.e., only 

psychological. Hume says, "For after we have observed the resemblance in sufficient 

number of instances, we immediately feel the determination of the mind to pass from 

one object ot its usual attendant, and to conceive it in a stronger light upon account of 

that relation .... The general instances of resembling conjunctions leads into the notion 
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of power and necessity.'12 This shows that the necessary connection which is supposed 

to be objective becomes fictiious from this standpoint. thus loosing the ontological or 

absolute status of the causal relation. Further, if it is a mere feeling or psychological 

expectation that the same effect will follow the same cause, then no causal connection 

exists untill and unless one perceives it in the form of constant conjunction of two events. 

Thus, Hume's position 'to be is to be perceived' leads ultimately not only to the 

acceptance of epistemological causality but also to the denial of the ontological causal 

relation in the worldly phenomena. This Humean tradition has been carried on more or 

less in the same fashion by almost all of the empiricist philosophers. But Mill has 

undertaken a lot of troubles to discover the 'real cause and effect and set forth five 

methods of experimental enquiry for this purpose. The basic aim of these methods is 

to infer a general or universal causal law from two sorts of given instances one in which 

the antecedent 'A' exists and the consequent 'B' follows, and another in which 'A' does 

not exist and 'B' does not follow, though all other conditions remain the same in both 

the cases. Mill contends that on the basis of such observation we are able to single out 

the real cause or effect. But what is most important to note here is that the so-called 

general or universal causal principle is derived inductively on the basis of observation, 

and hence, the causal law is only synthetic aposteriori truth which is merely contingent 

in character. If so, Mill can not solve the problem of necessary relation involved in the 

concept of causality because it goes beyond the reach of observation.ln this connection, 

Mill has maintained the universality in the causal principle with the help of the background 

of the uniformity in nature. But this uniformity of nature, as Mill argues, is a matter of 

observation. According to him, we have obtained the warranty that nature behaves 

uniformly because we can observe this feature in nature. Therefore, the very same 

difficulty arises here because our observation cannot provide us with the apprehension 

of any necessity. In this connection, we can say that the mechanical application of Mill's 

methods can at best establish the regularity in the sequence of events but we are not 

able to discover the causal potency working objectively in the natural phenomena. Now 

this regularity of one sort or another in a sequence of events play a large part in the 

epistemological notion of causation or causation as we know it . Consequently, the 

empiricists in their treatment of causality seem to have laid an emphasis particularly 

2. I{ume :A Treatise ojHuman NatuTe, p. 162. 
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on the epistemological notion of causality, while they are forced to deny at the same 

time the objective aspect of it by saying that there seems to be no such objective causal 

-relation over and above the epistemological one. The rationalists have identified 

causality with the logical relation between ground or logical premise and consequence 

while the logical idealists have tied this logical necessity with the metaphysical 

necessity. But it is obvious that the relation of logical implication can not be identified 

with the actual causal connection that is operating in the objects in nature. The error, 

therefore, arises because these philosophers have confused the logical ground with 

the real cause. Besides, what we can discover in the world system is only the temporal 

sequence of events, and causality in the metaphysical sense, i.e., the relation as 

originating in the very nature of a divine substance is not obtainable to us through 

experience, i.e., on the basis of empirical evidences available to us. In so far as the 

logical idealist's concept of causation is concerned, these philosophers speak only of 

the transcendent notion of causality which is divine in nature. If so, such a causality 

remains outside the reach of the_ finite human beings, and only an infinite mind can 

grasp it. 

Not only in philosophy but also in modern science the confusion of the 

epistemological notion of causality and the ontological notion of causality is very much 

obvious. To put it in other words, the controversy between determinism and 

indeterminism is based on this kind of confusion. Eddington and his followers generally 

propound causal indeterminism. They are of the opinion that modem physics does not 

favour the strict causal relation in the atomic world because it has been found on 

experiments and measurements that the orbital rotation of infra particles of an atom 

does not obey a strict causal law. According to them, causality is nothing but only the 

generalization from our observation of the average behaviour of the atom. But such 

generalisation is always doubtful because it is based on the regularity in the associate 

of events. "The common regular assocaition of cause and effect is a matter of 

experience; the law of causality is an extreme generalisation suggested by this 

experience. Such generalisations are always risky. '13 Now, the notion of regularity in 

sequence of events play, as we saw, an important role in the epistemologiCal notion of 

causality, and,therefore, it involves a kind of causal indeterminism in our experiential 

3. Eddington: New Pathways in Science, p. 74. 
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world. When Eddington speaks of indeterminism in causality, he is obviously concerned 

with the evidence-bound or epistemological notion of causality which falls short of the 

evidence- transcendent causal relation called adual causality. On the other hand, Planck 

and his followers support determinism in the field of modem physics and argue for the 

necessary relation in causality. Planck is very much hopeful that it is possible for us to 

reach the actual causal relation if our methods are accurate. We have already found 

him saying that the non-fulfilment of the statistical law in a particular case is not due to 

the fact that the law of causality is not fulfilled, but rather to the fact that our observations 

are not sufficiently delicate and accurate to put the causality to a direct test in each 

case. Here Planck seems to confuse the epistemological notion of causality with the 

transcendent notion of causality. It is because our observations and measurements 

can help us to know the regularity in sequence of events which is very much an 

epistemological notion but it does not permit us to go beyond the observational 

evidences to grasp the actual causal relation which is evidence-transcendent. The sort 
of controversy which we find in the so-called theories of causality arises because the 

philosophers as well as the scientists have not been able to arrive at the proper 

clarificatioins of the two notions of causality, namely, the epistemological or evidence

bound notion and the ontological notion called evidence- transcendent We should not 

forget that we are, after all, finite human beings; how far and however we make our 

observations and methods accurate there is always the possibility to miss the actual 

causal relation that is evidence -transcendent or ideal. 

6.2. The Proposed Solution to the Problem of Causality : The Concept of Causality 

is still a Working Hypothesis. 

The epistemological notion of causality, therefore, wams us about the limit to our 

human faculty of cognitive activities. The questions are : Is our concept of causality the 

regularity in sequence of events in the epistemological sense ? or do we have any 

access to the actual causal relation in the transcendent sense? It is claimed that the 

actual causal relation is an objective as well as necessary relation among objects in 

nature, the relation which is the vital aspect of the concept of causality. When we look at 

the changes among the phenomena in Nature we can very much realize a connection 

between succession of events that a cause must produce its effect necessarily. In so 
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far as the cause is necessarily related to its effect, only that effect can be said to arise 

out of its specific cause. Secondly, any cause cannot produce any effect at random, but 

only a specific cause can produce a specific effect. For example, the cloth is produced 

out of threads, and it cannot be produced out of any other cause save the threads. If the 

effect were not necessarily related to its cause, then any cause would produce any 

effect whatsoever. But our experience does not allow this position because it is admitted 

that in our experience we do not see it. This is not at all a generalisation from 

experience but it follows from the exact nature of the thing and situation. The relation 

depends on the nature of the thing, and the nature of a thing acts uniformly in the past, 

present and future, so the causal relation is necessary but not a contingent one. It is 

neither a feeling nor an expectation which the mind does when it encounters the 

phenomena in the external world. It does not come into being along our observation of 

the phenomena. Venn in his Principles of Empirical or/nductiveLogic(pp.131-132) 

contends that there is certainly the Humean sort of difficulty in cognizing the objective 

causal connection among the phenomena. But he is not of the opinion that this difficulty 

does not admit of any logical solution. When we say that a wave striking a boat causes 

it to move we imply that a necessary relation exists between the cause and the effect. 

We feel that this relation is not our feeling or imaginative construction which we have 

imposed on the external phenomena, e.g., wave's striking a boat causes its movement 

. We can very well realize that there is obviously a necessary relation between the 

striking of the wave and the movement of the boat. It is felt because it is real, not real 

because it is felt. Venn here argues that we feel the presence of the necessary relation 

but we cannot go to assert the universal validity of it only for the reason that we cannot 

go beyond the limits of our understanding. Similarly when Bacon fails to single out the 

actual cause and goes to appeal to intellect, Kneale observes that even our intellect is 

not able to help us to find out it. But Venn says that though we cannot go beyond the 

capacity of our intellect and prove the necessary relation between cause and effect, it 

would be wholly irrational on our part to conclude decidedly that there is no such relation. 

The inevitable outcome of this position is that we cannot go logically beyond the realm 

of the understanding on the one hand and that of our observatioinal grounds and 

evidences on the other to know the ontological causation ; we must, therefore, be 

confined strictly to the evidence-bound notion of causality. And it is this notion of causality 

that is, in fact, sustained by the regularity in sequence of events. 
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But what notion of causality should we then opt for? What all we need to say in the 

light of the foregoing discussion is that we should favour opting for the epistemological 

notion or the weak notion of causality. In so doing, we are now going in some sense to 

support a particular philosophy which is called soft realism. In the field of contemporary 

philosophy, it goes under the title 'Internal Realism'. It is basically motivated to blend 

realism with that which is totally evidence-bound, that is, with that which we cognize on 

the basis of available evidences. Now, if we, like Kant, assume that there is a real 

external world or noumenal world on the one hand and the phenomenal world on the 

other, then the real external world is independent of our perceptions and measurements. 

In this case, we cannot say that there is a strict causation operating in this world because 

the limitations of our knowing faculty of perceptions and investigatioins do not allow us 

to know or assert. In other words, we know nothing of this world which lies beyond our 

human perceptions and observations and, therefore, can make no claim of either 

determinism or indeterminism in causality. On the other hand, if we believe that our 

perceptions, observations and scientific measurements are the only ultimate materials 

for the construction of the order of nature or if we agree with the positivists that science 

is concerned only with these materials, then the inevitable outcome of this position is 

that our concept of causality is only the weak notion or evidence-bound causality. 

Consequently, in such a world as it is known to us indeterminism or contingency exists, 

and what we, therefore, experience is only the regularity in sequence of events. Now, if 

in a world in which events take place in accordance with the causal laws which we 

come to acquire on the basis of regularity, then such laws of causal relation are not only 

reasonable but also useful, and, therefore, to be regarded as only working hypothesis. 

James Murphy in his Introduction to Planck's book Where Is Science Going? (pp. 

131, 32) says that the Principle of lndeterminancy is in reality an alternative working 

hypothesis which takes the place of strict causal law. Russell also holds that causality 

is only a working hypothesis which has the possibility to be ruled out by subsequent 

observation. According to him, the so-called notion of 'strict universality' in causality is 

after all, an 'ideal' notion, and there is no available evidence by which this can be 

established as certain. Rather we establish the relation between cause and effect on 

the basis of observation. We repeatedly observe that two events are coming one after 

another, and experience the uniformity of this sequence. On the basis of the experience 

of this regularity in such a sequence, we make an inductive generalisation that 'A is the 
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cause of B'. Russell, like Hume, holds that from the experience of the uniformity of 

cause and effect we expect that something will happen on future occasions too. But 

what is most important to note here is that the inductive generalisation which is the 

foundation of causal law is based on incompletely known regularities in the sequence 

of events, and probably the true causalty is yet to be discovered in such a particular 

case. Hence, all that we can say here is that the causal law is only an approximate 

generalisation but not absolute, and, therefore, this causal law may be found incorrect 

in future too. Since the inductive principle is probable, the causal law that is based on 

such reasoning is equally probable. Russell is of the opinion that when the relatiOn 

between cause and effect fails to hold, we try to find out the more constant relation 

under which the events fall. Thus causation is not a connection between events; it is 

merely the uniformity of seqnence that we experience. According to Russell, we observe 

that all A's are B's and assume thereby that in the next time the case of A will be the 

case of B. As we have no other reasonable ground for our belief that what happens now 

will also happen in future, so this is to be accepted as merely an assumption which is 

only probable. But it is also useful to us because it is sufficient for our rational expectation 

and practical guidance. If we understand causality in the sense in which RusseU explains 

it, then this notion of causality is merely a working hypothesis and nothing else. Therefore, 

the rationlist's concept of causal relation as necessarily universal or apriori is false and 

has, therefore, no application in science, for causal law in this field is only a functional 

relation between events where one follows another. Science aims at establishing its 

laws on the basis of collecting data about the relevant issue. When the scientists go 

deeply into the problem of the atom, they find themselves puzzled because strict causality 

is not found in the sub atomic processes. Here the scientists observe the uniformity in 

the average behavioiur of the atomic particles and formulate causal laws on the basis 

of the exeprience of this uniformity in sequence of such behaviour. Now these laws are 

hypothesis which have the possibility to be overthrown in future by subsequent 

observations. Therefore, all hypotheses are only tentative truths. Hence, Russell holds 

that there is a weak form of postulate, viz., the postulate of causality which is working as 

the foundation of all scientific hypotheses. He says, "This postulate, in a suitable form, 

can make scientific laws probable but without it they do not even achieve probability. '14 

As epistemic agents we can at best postulate the causality to explain the worldly 

4. Russell :Human Knowledge: Its Scope and Limits, p.329. 
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phenomena, and a particular causal law is true in so far as it works, i.e., it does not fail. 

If it fails, then we should gather further instances to strengthen the law of causality. In 

this sense, causal laws are to be accepted as working hypotheses. Thus, we are being 

led to admit the validity of the acceptability claim of the causality which is no other than 

the evidence-bound or epistemological notion of causality. On the other hand, it seems 

impossible for the finite epistemic agents tike human beings to grasp the ontological 

causality, if any, at the background of the worldly phenomena, and hence it remains as 

a transcendent notion or ideal. Therefore, we should not hesitate to conclude that the • 

causality itself goes beyond our human discovery, and therefore causality itself must 

be delinked from the causality as we know it. 


